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Abstract

This paper presents a computational analysis of locality in nonlinear phonology and mor-
phology. Most segmental phonology and concatenative morphology are computationally local
and characterized by the class of Input Strictly Local functions. We generalize these functions
to consider multiple inputs, i.e. Multi-Input Strictly Local. We implement this approach using
multi-tape automata, and find that they elegantly characterize the bulk of nonlinear supraseg-
mental phonology and morphology. We demonstrate these results for both tonal phonology and
template-filling patterns in root-and-pattern morphology. We show that locality is affected by
some theoretical choices (directionality, tier-conflation), but not others (phonological content
of templates). For prosodic morphology, nuanced representational choices can affect locality.
The flexibility and precision given by the mathematical theory of formal languages provides
precise discussion of the nuances of phonological and morphological complexity and substance
in a theory-independent but rigorous way.

Keywords: tone, prosodic morphology, Semitic templates, prosodic template, root-and-pattern
morphology, nonlinear representations, locality, computational locality, multi-tape finite state trans-
ducers, computational phonology, finite-state phonology

1 Introduction

The mathematical theory of formal language theory (FLT) has enjoyed a recent resurgence in
phonology. The reason is clear: formal languages provide necessary and sufficient conditions on
the classes of functions that define the structural well-formedness of phonological phenomena.
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The phenomena may concern well-formed structures (phonotactics) or phonological transforma-
tions (processes). For a given phenomenon, such conditions are invariant across all possible im-
plementations. These are properties which any computational or cognitive mechanism needs to be
sensitive to in order to correctly classify and process the phenomenon. The transparent guarantees
given by formal languages define explicit classes of phonological grammars, whether for getting
the right generalizations or for learning (Heinz 2018).

However, there has been methodological angst against using FLT. Segmental phonology can be
adequately modeled with string-based representations, and it has a very limited generative ca-
pacity (Chandlee 2014). Most segmental phonology is computationally local and definable with
subregular Input Strictly Local (ISL) functions. In contrast, suprasegmental processes like tone
are computationally more expressive (Jardine 2016a), requiring the Regular functions. This di-
chotomy has provoked many responses. On the one end, some segmental processes like vowel
harmony can display high level of expressivity (McCollum et al. 2020). On the other end, some
argue against the use of FLT analyses in favor of constraint-interaction grammars like Optimality
Theory (Pater 2018, 2019; Jardine 2019a).1

A representational assumption underlying much of this computational work treats the input and
output of these functions as a single string of segments. Strings are a simple data structure that
accentuate the sequential aspects of phonology. However, a crucial insight of generative phonol-
ogy was that certain suprasegmental phenomena satisfy conditions of temporal independence, in-
tuitively captured via autosegmental tiers (Leben 1973; Williams 1976; Goldsmith 1976). This
representation was first proposed for tone but then extended to non-concatenative morphology
(McCarthy 1979, 1981).

For tone, recent work in mathematical phonology has incorporated this autosegmental insight by
changing the data structure or representation of the input from strings to graphs. Over these au-
tosegmental graphs, tonal phonology has weaker expressivity than over string-based represen-
tations (Jardine 2017a; Chandlee and Jardine 2019a). String-based representations required the
full power of the non-local Regular functions to characterize tone, since many tonal alternations
behave like long-distant processes across the segmental tier. Over autosegmental graphs, tonal
computation is local, because any apparent non-locality over the segmental tier is often local over
the tonal tier. This highlights a trade-off between representation and computation: more elaborate
representations yield a (formally) simpler computation.2

The present paper provides a different perspective on nonlinear computation (Dolatian and Rawski
2020a,b; Rawski and Dolatian 2020).Instead of using autosegmental graphs, we combine string-

1Constraint-interaction grammars are computationally nebulous. They are Turing-complete in general (Smolensky
1993; Hale and Smolensky 2006), can both over- and under-generate by creating bizarre processes (Hao 2019; Lamont
prep), are prone to hard-to-discover errors (Karttunen 2006a,b), have issues with tractability (Idsardi 2006; Heinz et al.
2009), and have limited success at being implementable with finite-state restrictions (Eisner 1997; Karttunen 1998;
Frank and Satta 1998; Riggle 2004; Gerdemann and Hulden 2012).

2It is also possible that a change in representation doesn’t affect the computation, such as for the use of Q-theory
(Shih and Inkelas 2018; Jardine et al. 2020), tonal feature geometry (Oakden 2020), and syllable representations
(Strother-Garcia 2019).
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based and tier-based representations to exploit the simple computation of strings and the relativized
locality of tiers. We treat nonlinear processes as n-ary functions, or functions which can take
multiple strings as input or output. In contrast, string-to-string and graph-to-graph transductions
are unary functions that take only one input representation and produce one output. Whereas
string-to-string functions are implemented with single-tape finite-state transducers (FSTs), n-ary
functions are implemented with multi-tape FSTs.

Our main result is to extend the formal notion of locality to consider multiple inputs, which we
implement as restrictions on multi-tape automata. We call this class of automata Multi-Input
Strictly Local (MISL). We show that MISL automata elegantly characterize a majority of non-
linear phonology. Additionally, local segmental phonology is ISL, and ISL is just a special case
of MISL functions. We demonstrate our results for tonal phonology and for template-filling pro-
cesses in root-and-pattern morphology. This characterization shows the salience of locality over
different representations. The computational rigor underlying the automata-theoretic perspective
is a distinct advantage over previous approaches. Our approach in factoring representation and
computation allows us to discuss the nuances of phonological and morphological substance in a
theory-independent but rigorous way.

This paper is organized in the following way. Section 2 discusses the computational locality over
phonological representations. Section 3 relativizes locality over multiple inputs using multi-tape
automata. Section 4 analyzes the typology of tonal processes, showing that the bulk of them are
computationally local. Section 5 discusses formal nuances to directionality and tier conflation.
Sections 6 & 7 extend our approach to non-concatenative morphological processes, using Semitic
template-filling as a case study, which is also largely local. Section §8 discusses various issues in
this treatment of non-concatenativity dealing with infinity, the phonological substance of templates,
and phonological emergence. Conclusions are in §9.

2 Locality in phonological representations

A common topic in phonological theory is the role of adjacency (Odden 1994). There is a substan-
tial body of work which shows that segmental processes tend to be local. These intuitive notions
of locality are formalizable with subclasses of FSTs and their corresponding functions. There is
comparatively little work on analyzing locality in autosegmental processes. In this section, we
discuss locality and break it down into a set of formal parameters couched within FLT.

2.1 Locality of segmental phonology over single-strings

Consider the common segmental process of post-nasal voicing. The target of the rule is an under-
lying stop, and the trigger is an immediately preceding nasal.

(1) a. T→ D / N _
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b. /ampa/ amba /amta/ amda /amka/ amga
/anpa/ anba /anta/ anda /anka/ anga

Post-nasal voicing is controlled by strict adjacency. Computationally, this process is a Regular
function, for which there are many different implementations. The most common implementation
is an FST (Kaplan and Kay 1994; Roche and Schabes 1997). Figure 1 depicts an FST for post-
nasal voicing. It consists of four states. Two of these states qN , q¬N do the brunt of the work. They
encode the most-recently seen input symbol: a nasal vs. a non-nasal. The states q0 and qf are
unique initial and final states. The former reads the start-boundary o, the latter is accessed once
we read the end-boundary n.

Figure 1: Single-tape FST for post-nasal voicing

q0start

q¬N qN

qf

o : λ

N:N

T,D,V
N:N

T:D
D,V

n : λn : λ

A sample derivation for /anta/ is in Figure 2. The input is flanked by the boundary symbols o,n.
Each row keeps track of: i) the current state, ii) what transition arc was taken to reach this state,
iii) the next input symbol which will be read, iv) the outputted symbol, and v) the current output
string. The current read-head r is situated before the underlined symbol.

Figure 2: Derivation of simple post-nasal voicing in /anta/

Current state Used Arc Input tape Output symbol Output string
1. q0 roantan
2. q¬N o:λ orantan λ
3. q¬N a:a oarntan a a
4. qN n:n oanrtan n an
5. q¬N t:t oantran d and
6. q¬N a:a oantarn a anda
7. qf n:λ oantan λ anda

FSTs can compute regular relations, but we don’t need the full power of FSTs in order to compute
post-nasal voicing. Just as adjacency or locality is a restrictive property of the voicing rule (1a),
we can restrict the power of FSTs to only compute local functions.
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Mathematically, the process of post-nasal voicing computes a input strictly local function (ISL)
(Chandlee 2014; Chandlee and Heinz 2018; Chandlee et al. 2018). Let x be a string made up of m
elements: x1x2...xj−1xjxj+1...xm. A process is ISL if the output correspondent of an input symbol
xj depends only on what symbols exist within a finite window k from xj . That is, we only need
information on the symbol xj , the previous symbol xj−1, the subsequent symbol xj+1, and all other
symbols within this finite window k. For every ISL function, there exists a canonical ISL FST. The
FST’s states are interpreted as keeping track of the last k − 1 input symbols (xj−k...xj−1).3 There
is a different state for every possible substring of size k − 1. These FSTs can get larger than the
minimal FST.

Tying this formal concept back to post-nasal voicing, post-nasal voicing is a 2-ISL process that
uses a window of size k = 2 over the input: the current input symbol and the previous input
symbol. This process is computable with the canonical 2-ISL FST in Figure 3 with a limited input
alphabet of {n,t,d}.

Figure 3: Canonical single-tape FST for 2-ISL function of post-nasal voicing

q0start o t

d

n

qf
o : λ t

d

n

t

d

n

d

d

t

t:d n

n

n

n

n

With a small alphabet, the above canonical ISL FST has 6 states: q0, qf are the initial and final
state, qo reads the start boundary, and states qt, qd, qn do the brunt of the work and read the input
segments. Each state encodes the last k − 1 input symbols (= 2 − 1 = 1 symbols). The states
encode whether the previous segment was a nasal, voiceless stop, or voiced stop. In contrast, the
minimal FST from Figure 1 has fewer states. It merges states qo, qt, qd into a single state q¬N . This
state encodes whether the previous input symbol was a non-nasal. However, even though the ISL

3The explanation gets complicated when we look at what symbol follow xj . An FST would need to read the entire
substring xj ...xj+k−1 before outputting anything (cf. Chandlee 2014:ch:3.1).
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FST has more states, it is not more expressive than the minimal FST.

2.2 Non-locality of tone over single strings

The previous section showed how a segmental process can be computationally local. When evalu-
ating the computational properties of a phonological process, it matters how we represent the input
and output. In this section, we show that by using single-string inputs, tonal processes are not local
in the same sense as segmental processes.

Representationally, post-nasal voicing takes as input a single string of symbols. Both Regular and
ISL FSTs work over this single input string and locally map it to an output string. Formally, the
FST is a single-tape FST because the input is represented as a single tape of symbols, and the FST
uses a single read-head.4

The importance of representation is clearer for tonal process like final-tone spreading. In Mende,
words use a restricted set of possible tone sequences (Figure 4). For each word below, we also
show a separate string of tones: kÓ H. We break up contour tones to their component tones in
parentheses: mbû (HL). The generalization is that tones are associated left-to-right. If there are
more tones than vowels, then the final tone forms a contour tone. If there are more vowels than
tones, then the final tone is spread across multiple vowels at the right-edge of the string.

Figure 4: Distribution of tones in Mende (Jardine 2016b:17)

1-vowel words 2-vowel words 3-vowel words
/H/ kÓ H ‘war’ pÉlÉ HH ‘house’ háwámá HHH ‘waist’
/L/ kpà L ‘debt’ bÈlÈ LL ‘pants’ kpàkàl̀I LLL ‘three-legged chair’
/HL/ mbû (HL) ‘owl’ nǵIlà HL ‘dog’ félàmà HLL ‘junction’
/LH/ mbǎ (LH) ‘rice’ ǹIká LH ‘cow’ ndàvúlá LHH ‘sling’
/LHL/ mbã (LHL) ‘companion’ nyàhâ L(HL) ‘woman’ ǹIḱIl̀I LHL ‘groundnut’

Tonal processes like left-to-right spreading are intuitively local, but this intuition depends on our
representations. An early trend in generative phonology was to represent tones as part of a vowel,
and thus part of a single input string: /háwama/ or /V́VV/. Over this single-string representation,
tonal processes can be computed by a single-tape FST (Gibbon 1987, 2001). However, the process
is not an ISL function. It is non-local because there can be an unbounded distance between the
trigger and target of tone spreading. For example, in háwámá or [V́V́V́], the final vowel receives
its high tone feature the initial vowel.

The Mende example demonstrates a recurrent problem in the computation of tone.5 Over single-
string representations, the computation of certain tonal processes is non-local, even though the

4Technically, this FST is called a two-tape FST, where one tape is for the input string and the other tape is for the
output string. But for easier explanation, we call this FST a singe-tape FST, meaning it only has one tape for the input.

5In contrast, a recurrent exception is tone sandhi in East Asian languages, which tends to be local over segmental
strings (Chandlee 2019; Oakden 2020).
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autosegmental notation implies that the computation should be local (Jardine 2016b,a, 2017a;
Chandlee and Jardine 2019a). Because of these problems, early work in computational phonol-
ogy tried to notationally incorporate autosegmental structure into single-string representations, in
order to make tonal computation easier to model and design (Bird and Ellison 1994; Kornai 1995;
Yli-Jyrä 2013, 2015, 2019). The motivation for this strategy is mostly practical. Single-tape FSTs
are efficient and useful tools in NLP. However, these notational strategies don’t affect the gen-
erative capacity of tone. Over a single-string representation, Mende left-to-right spread is still
non-local.

2.3 Multi-input representations for tone

Since the advent of autosegmental phonology (Goldsmith 1976), the representation of tone has
broken away from single-string representations. Instead, tones are represented on a separate tier or
string of elements. For Mende, the representation of words is now a set of multiple strings which
are associated together.

Figure 5: Tone-spreading over single-string inputs

Input

H

ha wa ma

L

kpa ka lI

H L

fe la ma

L H

nda vu la

L H L

nI kI lI

Output

H

ha wa ma

L

kpa ka lI

H L

fe la ma

L H

nda vu la

L H L

nI kI lI

háwámá kpàkàl̀I félàmà ndàvúlá ǹIḱIl̀I
‘waist’ ‘three-legged chair’ ‘junction’ ‘sling’ ‘groundnut’

By breaking apart tone from vowels, the process of left-to-right spreading becomes a multi-input
function. This process is local over these multiple inputs. The target is an unassociated vowel on
the segment string, and the trigger is the rightmost tone on the tone string. Because the two strings
are disconnected, the locality of the process depends on how we time the reading of both input
strings, i.e., by iteratively applying left-to-right association.

The most faithful interpretation of the input-output transformation in Figure 5 would involve the
use of graphs. Most existing mathematical results on tonal phonology are defined over graphs or
graph-like structures (Bird and Klein 1990; Bird 1995; Coleman and Local 1991; Coleman 1998).
Within mathematical phonology, the specific types of graphs used for tone have been formalized
into autosegmental grammars (Jardine 2016a,b, 2017a, 2019b) and more recently melody-local
grammars (Jardine 2020). The benefit of using these autosegmental grammars is their transpar-
ent interpretation, which makes it possible to analyze their expressivity in terms of formal logic
(Jardine 2017b; Chandlee and Jardine 2019a; Zhu 2020; Mamadou and Jardine 2020). However,
graphical structures are generally more difficult to process than string-based representations. It
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is difficult to develop clear implementations for these grammars, whether in terms algebraic or
automata-theoretic tools.

In the next section, we introduce an alternative formalism for computing autosegmental structures.
These are multi-tape FSTs which simply take as input two independent strings: a tone string and
vowel string.

3 Multi-input functions

In this paper, we exploit the fact that tonal phonology operates as if it takes two separate input
strings. Such multi-input functions can be computed by multi-tape FSTs (MT-FST). We develop
a subclass of these grammars based on locality. We call them multi-input strictly local (MISL)
functions which are computed by MISL MT-FSTs. We explain how MT-FSTs operate (§3.1),
illustrate them for tone (§3.2), and then introduce locality (§3.3).

3.1 Multi-tape finite-state transducers

Multi-tape FSTs are FSTs where the input is a tuple of strings, and the computation occurs on
multiple separate tapes (Rabin and Scott 1959; Elgot and Mezei 1965; Fischer 1965; Fischer and
Rosenberg 1968; Furia 2012). The output can be a one or more tapes. We focus on MT-FSTs that
have multiple input tapes, but a single output tape. Every input tape has its own unique read-head.

We are not the first to use MT-FSTs for tone or computational phonology. In computational lin-
guistics, Kay (1987) developed a sketch of an MT-FST for Semitic root-and-pattern morphology.
Larger-scale formalizations were later developed for tone (Wiebe 1992) and Arabic (Kiraz 2000,
2001; Habash and Rambow 2006). The benefit of our MT-FST formalization is that it connects the
computation of tone with pre-existing results on the use of MT-FSTs, whether for computation or
implementation. Autosegmental grammars are conceptually attractive but novel. They don’t have
many pre-existing computational results.6

In this paper, we use the informal definition of an MT-FST as essentially just an FST which pro-
cesses multiple input tapes. For a formal definition of MT-FSTs, see Dolatian and Rawski (2020b).
When using MT-FSTs, one dichotomy is whether the machine’s multiple read-heads are moving
simultaneously for every transition. If the read-heads are always moving simultaneously, then the
MT-FST is a synchronous MT-FST.; otherwise the machine is an asynchronous MT-FST.

In terms of generative capacity, synchronous MT-FSTs are equivalent to single-tape FSTs. The
multiple tapes can be compressed into a single tape. Because of this equivalence, synchronous

6An open question is to use MT-FSTs as an implementation for autosegmental melody-local grammars (Mamadou
and Jardine 2020). We conjecture that melody-local grammars are notationally equivalent to MISL functions. To show
equivalence, we need to enrich the alphabet to include both preassociated and non-associated symbols, as endorelations
are not restricted by set union.
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MT-FSTs have been used to model intermediate representations in computational morphology and
phonology (Hulden 2017a,b). In contrast, asynchronous MT-FSTs are more expressive. When in-
terpreted as acceptors, they are capable of generating all regular languages and even some context-
free or context-sensitive languages (Wiebe 1992:ch7).

Within computational phonology, some have used synchronous MT-FST (Kiraz 2001), while oth-
ers have used asynchronous MT-FSTs (Wiebe 1992). Both have likewise been used for the com-
putation of feature tiers in speech processing (Carson-Berndsen 1998; Shu 2006). We discuss
synchronous MT-FSTs more in §7.1 for Semitic. In this paper, we use the more expressive class of
asynchronous MT-FSTs. We focus on what sufficient information is needed to compute autoseg-
mental processes. We define a locally-based subclass for MT-FSTs, and show that autosegmental
phonology is computationally local.

3.2 Tone as a multi-input function

Tonal phonology can easily be represented as a multi-input function. Importantly, multi-input
functions are defined over sets of strings, not graphs. In Figure 6, we show the input and output
structures of a multi-input interpretation of Mende left-to-right spreading. The input is a pair of
strings: a string T of unassociated tones, and a string V of unassociated vowels. They are called
the T-string and V-string respectively. For illustration, we omit consonants from the V-string and
we don’t specify vowel quality. The output is a single string over a new alphabet of toned-vowels.
The strings are flanked by the boundaries o,n.

Figure 6: Processing left-to-right spreading as a multi-input function

Input: T-string: oHn oLn oH L n oL H n oL H L n
V-string: oV V V n oV V V n oV V V n oV V V n oV V V n

Output: Single string oV́ V́ V́ n oV̀ V̀ V̀ n oV́ V̀ V̀ n oV̀ V́ V́ n oV̀ V́ V̀ n
háwámá kpàkàl̀I félàmà ndàvúlá ǹIḱIl̀I

The above multi-input function can be implemented with the MT-FST in Figure 7. The two input
strings form two tapes: T-tape and V-tape. The machine has two read-heads rT , rV for the two
tapes. In each transition arc, either one or both of the read-heads advance on the two tapes. The
MT-FST computes left-to-right spreading. The MT-FST will associate every pair of tones and
vowels until it has run out of tones. In this case, the final tone is associated with every remaining
syllable.7

7This particular machine does not handle cases where there are more tones than vowels, i.e., contour tones. We
show how contour tones are formalized in Rawski and Dolatian (2020).
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Figure 7: MT-FST for Mende left-to-right spreading

q0start qo

qH

qL

qf

T:o:+1
V:o:+1
λ

T:H:+1
V:V:+1
V́

T:H:+1 T:n:0
V:V:+1 V:V:+1
V́ V́

T:H:+1
V:V:+1
V́

T:L:+1
V:V:+1
V̀

T:L:+1
V:V:+1
V̀

T:L:+1 T:n:0
V:V:+1 V:V:+1
V̀ V̀

T:n:+1
V:n:+1
λ

T:n:+1
V:n:+1
λ

The MT-FST has 5 states. The states q0 and qf are unique initial and final states. The state qo reads
the start-boundary o. We enter state qL if the next tone on the T-string is a low tone; we enter the
state qH if the next tone is a high tone. These two states will go through the T-string and V-string
and will generate a toned-vowel. The transition arcs are interpreted as follows.8 Each arc has three
lines. For the arc from qo to qH , the arc is:

T:H:+1
V:V:+1
V́

Given a H tone on the T-tape and vowel V on the V-tape, this transition arc will output a high-
toned vowel V́. The first two lines show how the MT-FST moves across the two input tapes; they
consist of the tape’s name, what input symbol to read, and the direction to take upon reading. The
line ‘T:H:+1’ means that upon reading a H tone on the T-tape, the FST progresses or advances
(+1) on the T-tape. Similarly for ‘V:V:+1’, upon reading any vowel V on the V-tape, the machine
advances. The third line shows the output string for this transition arc as ‘V́’. The numbers 0
and +1 are direction instructions which tell the machine to either stay put (0) or advance (+1) on
some tape. Allowing one tape to halt while another tape advances allows the machine to move
asynchronously through the input strings.

8For illustration, we use a simpler notation in this paper than in Dolatian and Rawski (2020b). There, the transition
arcs are represented in terms of vectors and tuples.
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Figure 8 shows a derivation for félàmà using just the vowels. The columns keep track of i) the
current state, ii) what transition arc we took on the T-tape, iii) the next input symbol to read on the
T-tape, iv-v) the used arc and next input symbol for the V-tape, vi) the outputted symbol, vii) and
the current output string. For readability, we don’t show the two read-heads rT and rV , but they
are situated before the underlined symbol, e.g., orT HLnand orV eaan.

Figure 8: Derivation of left-to-right spreading for félàmà with the MT-FST from Figure 7

Current T-tape T-tape V-tape V-tape Output Output
State Arc Next symbol Arc Next symbol symbol String

1. q0 oHLn oeaan
2. qo o:+1 oHLn o:+1 oeaan λ
3. qH H:+1 oHLn e:+1 oeaan é é
4. qL L:+1 oHLn a:+1 oeaan à éà
5. qL n:0 oHLn a:+1 oeaan à éàà
6. qf n:+1 oHLn n:+1 oeaan λ éàà

The MT-FST above is asynchronous because the two read-heads don’t simultaneously advance
at every step or transition. At point 5 for felama, the T-tape and V-tape have the configurations
oHLn and oeaan. The MT-FST has already read the final tone but not the final vowel. The
read-head rT on the T-tape has recently read an L tone, and the next symbol on the T-tape is the
end-boundary n. In contrast on the V-tape, the read-tape rV still has to read a new vowel V (=a).
With this configuration, the MT-FST will not advance on the T-tape (= T:n:0), but advance on
the V-tape (= V:a:+1) and produce a low-toned vowel à. This is how the machine generates final
spreading.

3.3 Locality over multi-input representations

The previous section showed that MT-FSTs capture the fact that tonal phonology operates over
two separate tiers, formalized as separate strings. The finite-state nature of MT-FSTs restricts the
space of possible tonal processes. We now show that as a multi-input function, Mende left-to-right
spreading is computationally local. We do so by defining a subclass of MT-FSTs. We then project
a class of functions from these machines.

In the case of ISL functions over single-string inputs, each state encodes the previously seen k− 1
input symbols. For post-nasal voicing, k is of size 2; thus each state kept track of the last single
input symbol. For the MT-FST for Mende, we have two input tapes: the T-tape and V-tape. We
derive the locality of Mende by restricting the possible states of the MT-FST. We repeat in Figure
9 the MT-FST for Mende. But now, the states are notationally augmented with the last seen k − 1
input symbols on the two tapes.
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Figure 9: MISL MT-FST for Mende left-to-right spreading

q0start qo [o,λ]

qH [H,λ]

qL [L,λ]

qf

T:o:+1
V:o:+1
λ

T:H:+1
V:V:+1
V́

T:H:+1 T:n:0
V:V:+1 V:V:+1
V́ V́

T:H:+1
V:V:+1
V́

T:L:+1
V:V:+1
V̀

T:L:+1
V:V:+1
V̀

T:L:+1 T:n:0
V:V:+1 V:V:+1
V̀ V̀

T:n:+1
V:n:+1
λ

T:n:+1
V:n:+1
λ

Intuitively, left-to-right spreading looks at the current vowel, the current tone, and checks if the
current tone is final or not. It uses a window kV of size 1 over the V-tape, and a window kT of size
2 over the T-tape. The MT-FST is the canonical MT-FST for a multi-input strictly local (MISL)
function where the locality windows are ~k = [kT , kV ] = [2, 1]. The state qL has the local memory
[L, λ]. It memorizes that the fact it saw a L tone on the T-tape; it didn’t memorize the previously
seen vowel. The machine captures the fact that left-to-right spreading is a computationally local
process over multiple inputs.

4 Multi-input strict locality across tone

The previous section established two goals. First, it provided a finite-state characterization for
tonal processes. It did so by encoding the multi-input nature of tonal associations into MT-FSTs.
Second, we established a restrictive subclass of MT-FSTs that are computationally local. Their
states are defined in terms of windows of the last k seen input symbols on the different tapes.
These restricted MT-FSTs are the canonical transducers for MISL functions.

In this section, we go through a typology of tonal phenomena. They are all computable by MT-
FSTs, and most are local. There are many typological or theoretical classifications of tonal phonol-
ogy (Yip 2002; Hyman 2011). But, there are few computational ones. We evaluate MT-FSTs
against Koser et al. (2019) and Chandlee and Jardine (2019a); The former is concerned with tonal
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processes where the input tones are all unassociated (§4.1, while the latter includes processes
where tones are underlyingly preassociated (§4.3). For information on the relevant langauges, see
the original sources in the two surveys.

4.1 Locality of tone without preassociation

Preassociation is when the input tones are underlying associated with some vowel or tone-bearing
unit. For Mende left-to-right spreading, the tones were underlyingly unassociated. In this section,
we go over other examples of tonal processes that don’t involve preassociation. All of them are
definable with MT-FSTs and are local over multiple inputs.

Kikuyu has a process of limited spreading. In Figure 10, we show an example input and output,
both in terms of multiple strings and in terms of autosegmental graphs. For the input /LHLH +
VVVVVVV/, the first tone associates with the first two vowels. The remaining tones and vowels
are associated 1-to-1. If there are more vowels than tones, the final tone is spread: [V̀V̀V́V̀V́V́V́].
Initial spreading requires the context [oL,oVV], while final spread is [2,1]-MISL Together, Kikuya
is [2,3]-MISL. A sample MT-FST and derivation are in the appendix (Figure 36).

Figure 10: Limited spreading in Kikuyu

Input Output
/LHLH + VVVVVVV/ [V̀V̀V́V̀V́V́V́]

L H L H

V V V V V V V

L H L H

V V V V V V V

Hausa behaves analogously to Mende but tones are associated right-to-left with initial-spreading:
/LH + VVV/→ [V̀V̀V́]. This is [2,1]-MISL when the input string is read right-to-left. A sample
MT-FST and derivation are in the appendix (Figure 37). We discuss the role of directionality in
§5.1.

Figure 11: Right-to-left spreading in Hausa

Input Output
/LH + VVV/ [V̀V̀V́]

L H

V V V

L H

V V V

North Karanga Shona is more complex. The initial and final tones are associated to the first and
last vowels respectively. The first tone can spread up until the first 3 vowels but not to the penul-
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timate vowel. The medial tone can spread up until the penultimate vowel: /HLH + VVVVVV/
→ [V́V́V́V̀V̀V́]. The process is MISL but for a very large locality window of [4,6]. We essen-
tially keep track of the substrings oT, Tn, oVVV, and VVn. The locality window may be larger
depending on complications discussed in Koser et al. (2019). We don’t draw an MISL MT-FST
because of its size.

Figure 12: Edge-in spread in Northern Karanga Shona

Input Output
/HLH + VVVVVV/ [V́V́V́V̀V̀V́]

H L H

V V V V V V

H L H

V V V V V V

Lastly, Kukuya allows a H tone to spread if it is the only tone: /H + VVV/→ [V́V́V́]. Otherwise,
only L tone spreads: /HL + VVV/→ [V́V́V̀], /LH + VVV/→ [V̀V̀V́]. This is at most [4,2]-MISL:
4 over the T-tape in order to check if it’s H, HL, or LH; 2 over the V-tape to prevent an L from
spreading to the final vowel Vn if the input tone is LH. We don’t draw an MISL MT-FST because
of its size.

Figure 13: Quality-sensitive spreading in Kukuya

Input Output
/H + VVVV/ [V́V́V́V́]

H

V V V V

H

V V V V

To summarize, just like Mende, the above tonal processes are MISL.

4.2 Linear encoding of tonal preassociation

In contrast to the previous section, tonal processes may involve tone that are underlyingly preas-
sociated to vowels. This dependency between the two strings is a reason why graphical structures
are useful representations for tone. This is also the reason why linear encodings of tone require
special markup systems (Kornai 1995). Before we formalize such tonal processes, we first develop
a linear encoding for preassocation.

For our purposes, we use the following encoding in Figure 14, inspired from an encoding system
used by Yli-Jyrä (2013). We don’t use other proposed encoding systems (Wiebe 1992; Kornai
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1995; Yli-Jyrä 2013, 2015, 2019) because they either are designed for single-tape FSTs or don’t
maintain strict locality.

Figure 14: Encoding preassociation

Graph Encoding

L H L

V V V V V 〈
::
L〉H〈

::
L〉 + 〈

::
V〉V(

::
V

::
V

:
V)

If a tone T or single vowel V is preassociated, it is has wavy
:::::::::::
underlining and has angle brackets:

〈
:
T〉, 〈

::
V〉. If a span of multiple vowels are associated to the same tone, they are marked with

parentheses instead of angle brackets: (
::
V

:
V

::
V . . .

::
V

::
V). Note that this sequence of preassociated

vowels uses only three unique multi-character symbols: ‘(
::
V’ and ‘

:
V’ and ‘

::
V)’. This encoding

creates the following enriched input alphabets of multi-character units:

• ΣT ={ H, L, 〈
::
H〉, 〈

:
L〉}

• ΣV ={ V, 〈
::
V〉, (

:
V,

:
V,

::
V) }

Other possible configurations, such as word-medial contour tones require a more elaborate encod-
ing which we don’t discuss here; see Rawski and Dolatian (2020). We set aside evaluating our
encoding mechanism based on Kornai (1995)’s desirada. However, because the alphabet uses mul-
tiple preassocation symbols for vowels, the alphabet can create MT-FSTs with a large number of
states and arcs.

4.3 Locality of preassociated tones

With the above encoding, we show how various preassociated-based tonal processes are computa-
tionally local. Examples are taken from Chandlee and Jardine (2019a). Illustrative MT-FSTs and
derivations are in the appendix.

Rimi has a process of bounded tone shift. A preassociated tone delinks from its vowel and re-
associates with the subsequent vowel: /VV́VV/→ VVV́V]. In our encoding, the input is /〈

::
H〉 +

V〈
:
V〉VV/. This function is [1,2]-MISL. We need a window of size 1 over the T-string because to

check if the current tone is a preassociated 〈
::
H〉. If yes, then we use a window of size 2 over the

V-string to delink the current preassociated vowel 〈
:
V〉 and then associate the tone with the next

vowel. A sample MT-FST and derivation are in the appendix (Figure 38).
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Figure 15: Bounded tone shift in Rimi (Chandlee and Jardine 2019a

Input Output
/VV́VV/ [VVV́V]
/〈

::
H〉 + V〈

:
V〉VV/

H

V V V V

H

V V V V

Unlike Rimi, Zigula displays unbounded tone shift whereby a preassociated H is delinked from
its preassociated vowel. The tone is re-associated with the penultimate vowel which can be at any
distance away from the underlyingly preassociated vowel: / VVV́VVV/ or /〈

::
H〉 + VV〈

::
V〉VVV/→

[VVVVV́V]. This function is [1,3]-MISL. Given a preassociated 〈
::
H〉 as the current input tone, an

underlying preassociated vowel 〈
::
V〉 is delinked regardless of context, and the tone symbol 〈

::
H〉 is

re-associated with the penultimate vowel. This requires a window of size 3 on the vowel string to
check if the current vowel is the penultimate vowel VVn. A sample MT-FST and derivation are in
the appendix (Figure 39).

Figure 16: Unbounded tone shift in Zigula

Input Output
/VVV́VVV/ [VVVVV́V]
/〈

::
H〉 + V〈

:
V〉VV/

H

V V V V V V

H

V V V V V V

Similar to Rimi, Copperbelt Bemba shows bounded tone spread. But instead of delinking a preas-
sociated tone-vowel pair, the tone spreads to the subsequent vowel: / VV́VV/ or /〈

::
H〉 + V〈

::
V〉VV/

→ [VV́V́V]. This is [1,2]-MISL. The only difference from Rimi is that an input preassociated
vowel 〈

:
V〉 keeps its tone in the output. A sample MT-FST and derivation are in the appendix

(Figure 40).

Figure 17: Bounded tone spread in Bemba

Input Output
/VV́VV/ [VV́V́V]
/〈

::
H〉 + V〈

:
V〉VV/

H

V V V V

H

V V V V
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In Arusa, a process of unbounded deletion deletes a phrase-final H tone if it follows another H
tone. By deleting the H tone, any preassociated vowels become toneless: /V́ VV́V́V/ or /〈

::
H〉 〈

::
H〉 +

〈
::
V〉 V(

::
V

:
V)V/→ [V́ VVVV]. When computed over segments, this process is non-local (not ISL)

because of the unbounded distance between the two spans of vowels. But given the multi-input
representation, this function is [3,1]-MISL. A locality window of size 3 is needed on the T-string
to check if the input tone symbol is a phrase-final and succeeds another high tone. If yes, then any
currently read input vowels are delinked. We don’t provide an MT-FST. It is rather large because
of our preassociation alphabet, but it is still local.

Figure 18: Unbounded deletion in Arusa

Input Output
/V́ VV́V́V/ [V́VVVV]
/〈

::
H〉 〈

::
H〉 + 〈

::
V〉 V(

::
V

:
V)V/

H H

V V V V V

H H

V V V V V

Finally, Ndebele has unbounded spreading of a preassociated H tone up until the ante-penultimate
vowel: /V́VVVV/ or /〈

::
H〉 + 〈

::
V〉VVVV/→ [V́V́V́VV]. This process is [1,3]-MISL. Reading from

right-to-left, the last two vowels surface as toneless. If the current tone symbol is a preassociated
〈
::
H〉, then any vowel between 〈

::
V〉 and the penult surfaces as V́. This requires a window of size 3

on the V-tape, but only 1 on the tone tape. A sample MT-FST and derivation are in the appendix
(Figure 41).9

Figure 19: Unbounded spreading in Ndebele

Input Output
/V́VVVV/ [V́V́V́VV]
/〈

::
H〉 + 〈

::
V〉VVVV/

H

V V V V V

H

V V V V V

5 Nuances in locality and non-locality

Having shown how various tonal processes are computationally local, we now go over some com-
plications which can cause non-locality. We show that directionality of tone affects locality (§5.1),

9If we assume that only the final tone can spread; then the locality window is [2,3].
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that tier-conflation can create non-locality (§5.2), and that there are tonal patterns that are not local
over the input (§5.3).

5.1 Computation of directionality

It it is a common fact that phonological processes show directionality. Computationally, direc-
tionality matters. For tone, some tonal processes are MISL only under a specific direction, i.e.,
whether the input is read left-to-right or right-to-left.

For directionality in segmental phonology, left-to-right vs. right-to-left rules require different
classes of formal functions. A simple example comes from the computation of vowel harmony
(Heinz and Lai 2013). Progressive (left-to-right) harmony requires left-subsequential functions
which read the input left-to-right. Analogously, regressive (right-to-left) harmony requires right-
subsequential functions. Outside of vowel harmony, directionality is manifested in iterative seg-
mental rules (Howard 1972) and syllabification (Itô 1989). For these processes, the computation
requires different directionality parameters (Chandlee et al. 2015; Chandlee and Jardine 2019b;
Dolatian et al. prep).

However, for local non-iterative segmental phonology, left-to-right ISL functions are sufficient.
Over a single string, there is no difference in expressivity between left-to-right vs.r̃ight-to-left ISL
functions (Chandlee 2014). This is because ISL functions act like the application of simultaneous
SPE rules.

For tone however, directionality matters. Recall that Mende has left-to-right spreading which is
[2,1]-MISL. Similarly, Hausa has the mirror process of right-to-left spreading. Hausa is likewise
[2,1]-MISL.

Figure 20: Left-to-right vs. right-to-left spreading

Input Mende Hausa
Left-to-right spreading Right-to-left spreading

/LH + VVV/ [V̀V́V́] [V̀V̀V́]

L H

V V V

L H

V V V

L H

V V V

Although both left-to-right spreading and right-to-left spreading are MISL, the two functions re-
quire different directions. Hausa must be read right-to-left. If the input were read left-to-right,
then the MT-FST would not be MISL, and would also require non-determinism. Informally, the
machine has to guess if the first tone L has to spread to the first vowel or not. It would spread if
the input were /LH + VVV/ or /LHL + VVVV/, i.e., the input had more vowels than tones. But
the initial L would not spread if the input were /LH + VV/, i.e., the input had an equal number of
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tones and vowels.

5.2 Tier-conflation and output structure

So far, the MT-FSTs for tone generated a single output string where the tones and vowels are
combined. In a sense, our formalization applies tier-conflation (McCarthy 1986). In contrast in an
alternative formalization, the MT-FST would generate two output strings: one for tones and one
for vowels, with some special markup to show their associations. This alternative doesn’t apply
tier-conflation.

The mechanism of tier-conflation has computational effects in multiple formalisms (cf. see dis-
cussion in Oakden 2020). It likewise matters for multi-input functions. To illustrate, Luganda has
a process of bounded Meussen’s rule. If a preassociated H tone precedes another preassociated H
tone and the two tones are associated to a contiguous sequence of vowels, then the second H tone
becomes low: /V́V́V́V/ or /〈

::
H〉〈

::
H〉 + 〈

::
V〉(

::
V

::
V)V/ maps [V́V̀V̀V]. If the vowel spans aren’t con-

tiguous, then the rule does not apply: /V́VV́V́V/ or /〈
::
H〉〈

:
H〉 + 〈

::
V〉V(

::
V

::
V)V/ is faithfully mapped

to [V́VV́V́V].

Figure 21: Bounded Meussen’s rule in Luganda

Application Non-application
Input Output Input = Output
/V́V́V́V/ [V́V̀V̀V] /V́VV́V́V/→ [V́VV́V́V]
/〈

::
H〉〈

::
H〉 + 〈

:
V〉(

::
V

:
V)V/ /〈

::
H〉〈

::
H〉 + 〈

:
V〉V(

:
V

::
V)V/

H H

V V V V

H L

V V V V

H H

V V V V V

Because of the dependence on contiguity over the both the tone-string and vowel-string, this tonal
process is MISL only if we don’t apply tier-conflation. To illustrate, assume that the function
generates only one output string. For /V́V́V́V/, the T-string is 〈

::
H〉〈

::
H〉, and the V-string contains

two vowels preassociated to the two different tones which we represent with butting brackets:
/〈

:
H〉〈

::
H〉 + 〈

::
V〉(

:
V

::
V. . .

::
V)/. The first vowel 〈V〉 maps to a high V́. The second vowel (

:
V will map to

a surface low toned vowel V́.

The second vowel (
:
V starts a span of preassociated vowels. But for the other vowels like the

span-final
::
V), an MISL function cannot keep track if this vowel was part of a preassociated vowel

span which succeeded another span, i.e. it can’t know if
::
V) is preceded by the substring 〈

::
V〉 (

::
V

or not. Over the V-string, this type of information is long-distant. In contrast, consider the case
of non-application in /V́VV́V́V/ or /〈

::
H〉〈

::
H〉 + 〈

::
V〉V(

:
V

::
V. . .

::
V)/. The span-final vowel

::
V) should

not undergo the rule because its span (
::
V

::
V. . .

:
V) did not immediately follow the the preassociated

vowel 〈
::
H〉.
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Thus, bounded Meussen’s rule is not MISL if we apply tier-conflation. But if we don’t apply tier-
conflation, then the rule is [2,2]-MISL. The input /〈

:
H〉〈

::
H〉 + 〈

::
V〉(

::
V

::
V

:
V)/ is mapped to [〈

::
H〉〈

:
L〉 +

〈
::
V〉(

::
V

::
V

::
V)] with the only change being on the T-string. The function is [2,2]-MISL because it

checks if i) the current tone symbol is a preassociated 〈
::
H〉 and immediately succeeds another tone

symbol 〈
::
H〉 and if ii) the current vowel symbol is preassociated 〈

::
V〉 or starts a span of preassociated

vowels (
::
V, and follows a span of preassociated vowels 〈

::
V〉 or

::
V). All this information is local with

a window of 2 on the two strings.

To summarize, the representation of the output does affect the computation of tone. Tier-conflation
has subtle empirical effects (McCarthy 1986; Bat-El 1988). We showed that tier-conflation also
has computational effects which impact the generative capacity or locality of tone.

5.3 Genuine non-locality in tonal inputs

So far, all the case studies were computationally local over multiple-inputs. The only problematic
case was bounded Meussen’s rule, but even that is local if we don’t apply tier-conflation. In this
section, we quickly go over one case study where the tonal phenomenon is computationally non-
local regardless of how we represent the input and output.

Shona has a process of alternating Meussen’s rule whereby hetero-morphemic and contiguous
spans of preassociated high-toned vowels alternate to form high and low sequences: /V́-V́-V́-V́-V́/
→ [V́-V̀-V́-V̀-V́].

Figure 22: Alternating Meussen’s rule in Shona (?

Input Output
/V́-V́-V́-V́-V́/ [V́-V̀-V́-V̀-V́]
/〈

::
H〉-〈

::
H〉-〈

:
H〉-〈

::
H〉-〈

::
H〉 + 〈

:
V〉-〈

::
V〉-〈

::
V〉-〈

:
V〉-〈

::
V〉/

H H H H H

V V V V V

H L H L H

V V V V V

This process is not MISL because iterative alternations are local over output information, not in-
put information. This is the same reason why ISL is an insufficient characterization for iterative
segmental rules (Chandlee et al. 2015). We conjecture that if we generalize Output Strictly Local
(OSL) functions over n-ary functions, then this hypothetical class of multi-OSL functions would
capture this pattern. Essentially, the function checks for the recently seen outputted symbols, in-
stead of the recently seen input symbols. We leave this idea for future work.
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6 Templatic phonology and prosodic morphology

The previous sections showed that tonal possesses are computationally local when computed over
MT-FSTs. In the following 3 sections, we extend the analysis to Semitic root-and-pattern mor-
phology. We first go over computational issues in the representation and derivation of templatic
phonology, i.e. of prosodic morphology.

6.1 Representations in templatic phonology and morphology

Soon after the introduction of autosegmental structure for tone, McCarthy (1979, 1981) utilized
these non-linear representations to model the non-concatenative phonology of root-and-pattern
morphology (RPM) in Semitic. Since then, these structures have been used for processes that
reference prosodic templates, such as truncation and reduplication (McCarthy and Prince 1986).

For most cases of templatic morphology, the interaction between segments and the template can
be analyzed in one of three ways: a multi-input approach, concatenated approach, and derivational
approach. We illustrate with the simple case of English nickname formation whereby words are
truncated to the first CVC: Jeffrey→ Jeff.

Figure 23: Input representations for templatic morphology

Multi-input Concatenated Derivational
Input: Jeffrey, CVC CVC-Jeffrey Jeffrey
Output: Jeff Jeff Jeff

In the multi-input approach, the truncation function is a multi-input function over two elements:
a base Jeffrey and a prosodic template CVC. The function outputs only the segments which are
licensed by the template. In the concatenated approach, the two elements are concatenated to form
a single string and submitted to a single-string function. In a sense, the template is affixed to the
base. Finally in the derivational approach, the truncation function is a single-input function over
the string Jeffrey. The function is defined to only generate truncated CVC forms. Conceptually,
the first two approaches underlie item-and-arrangement theories, while the third approach is item-
and-process (Hockett 1942)

Within theoretical linguistics, the multi-input approach was first proposed for Semitic RPM (Mc-
Carthy 1979), with some extensions to other templatic languages (Archangeli 1984, 1991). Since
then, the multi-input and concatenated approaches have became blurred into a single concatenated
approach that utilizes affixed templates. Early work in prosodic morphology argued that the tem-
plate was composed of CV slots (McCarthy 1979, 1981; Marantz 1982). Later worked argued
that the template was instead composed of prosodic units such as syllables and feet (McCarthy
and Prince 1986). The field later shifted towards a derivational approach, whereby these templates
are discarded and argued to be emergent during the phonological derivation (Ito and Mester 1992;
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McCarthy and Prince 1993, 1999; Benua 1997; Downing 2006; Inkelas and Zoll 2005; Trom-
mer 2012). Currently, attention has swung back to the concatenated approach, oftentimes with
the addition of sub-segmental units like moras (Bye and Svenonius 2012; Bermúdez-Otero 2012;
Saba Kirchner 2013; Trommer and Zimmermann 2014; Guekguezian 2017; Paschen 2018).

Computationally, the three approaches are distinct in terms of their input structure and history.
The multi-input approach has been restricted to early work in Semitic RPM (Kay 1987; Kiraz
2001), the concatenated approach to Beesley and Karttunen (2003)’s system, and the derivational
approach to Roark and Sproat (2007)’s system. However, for the latter two single-input systems,
they both display computational locality for truncation. For example, Chandlee (2017) adopted a
derivational approach and shows that truncation is local. But, a concatenated approach would also
be computationally local as long as the template is concatenated on the same side of its prosodic
target: CVC-Jeffrey, not Jeffrey-CVC.

Although truncation can be easily represented in either of the 3 formalisms, the status of Semitic
root-and-pattern morphology is less clear. We turn to this topic in the next section.

6.2 Prosodic templates in root-and-pattern morphology

As is well-known, Semitic morphology uses root-and-pattern morphology (RPM) or templates. In
a traditional analysis (McCarthy 1981), an Arabic word like kutib consists of three morphological
items: a consonantal root ktb, vocalic inflection ui, and a prosodic template CVCVC. Contrast
this with the active form of the verb katab where the vocalic inflection is a lone vowel a which
undergoes one-to-many associations.10

Figure 24: Associations in Semitic root-and-pattern morphology

1-to-1 association 1-to-many assocation
kutib ‘it was written’ katab ‘it wrote’

C V C V C

k t b

u i

C V C V C

k t b

a

For Semitic RPM, there is work on designing large-scale computational resources for industrial
use (Soudi et al. 2007; Farghaly and Shaalan 2009; Attia et al. 2011). Semitic RPM has been a
frequent target of formal grammars, and work ranges between single-tape FSTs (Bird and Elli-
son 1994; Bird and Klein 1994; Walther 1998; Beesley and Karttunen 2000, 2003; Cohen-Sygal

10In Hebrew, some roots consists of consonants and vowels (Kastner 2016). This difference is computationally
trivial as long the template still treats Cs and Vs differently.
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and Wintner 2006; Roark and Sproat 2007; Gasser 2009), synchronous MT-FSAs (Kiraz 2000,
2001; Hulden 2009), non-deterministic asynchronous MT-FSTs (Kay 1987; Wiebe 1992), and even
mildly context-sensitive acceptors (Botha and Blunsom 2013). For a review, see Kiraz (2000:92),
Kiraz (2001:Ch4), and Wintner (2014:47).

But in terms understanding the formal properties of templatic morphology, there has been less
work (cf. Chandlee 2017). On the one hand, the template-filling process that underlies Semitic
RPM has been modeled with both the concatenated approach (Beesley and Karttunen 2003) and
the derivational approach (Roark and Sproat 2007). Thus in principle, RPM can be modeled using
a single-input function and computed over a single-tape FST. But on the other hand, we argue
that Semitic RPM is not local over single-input representations. These linear representations cause
problems in terms of state complexity or memory because they utilize a significant amount of
listing, whether listing all finitely possible roots, vocalized templates, or words. We discuss this
problem further in §8.3.

With this background, we argue that the locality of Semitic RPM is lost in single-input represen-
tations. In the next section, we show that the majority of RPM processes are however MISL over
multi-input representations.

7 Multi-input locality in templatic phonology

Having shown the diversity of models for templatic phonology, this section focuses on the com-
putation of Semitic root-and-pattern morphology. We show that not only is it easily amenable
to multi-input representations, but it is also computationally local in most cases. We focus on
Standard Arabic because of its rich array of templatic processes.

7.1 Locality of simple templatic association

The traditional autosegmental analysis of Semitic RPM lends itself to an MISL analysis with MT-
FSTs. We flesh out this analysis and show that its computationally local, i.e., MISL. To generate
the word kutib, we use 3 input strings for consonants C-string, vowels V-string, and the prosodic
template P-string. The MT-FST in Figure 25 computes this words and uses 3 input tapes: a C-tape,
V-tape, and P-tape.11

11We depart from Dolatian and Rawski (2020b) by calling the template string as the P-string instead of the T-string,
to disambiguate from the tone T-string.
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Figure 25: MISL MT-FST for one-to-one template association in kutib

q0start q1 [λ, λ, λ] qf
C:o:+1
V:o:+1
P:o:+1
λ

C:c:+1 C:Σo:0
V:Σo:0 V:v:+1
P:C:+1 P:V:+1
c v

C:n:+1
V:n:+1
P:n:+1
λ

Figure 26: MT-FST for 1-to-1 slot-filling.

The word kutib shows one-to-one association between the vowels in the vocalism ui and the vowel
slots in the template CVCVC, and between the consonants in the root ktb and the consonant slots
in the template CVCVC. For the C-tape, its input alphabet is the set of consonants. For the V-tape,
its alphabet is the set of vowels. And for the P-tape, its input alphabet is the set of CV slots. In the
transition arcs, the symbol Σo marks any input alphabet symbol including the edge boundaries.
The symbols c and v denote variables over the set of possible consonants and vowels.

The brunt of the work is done by the state q1. When it sees a consonant c on the C-tape, and
consonantal slot C on the P-tape, the state simply outputs the consonant c. It behaves similarly for
vowels. The machine does not keep track of any previously seen input symbols. Thus, this MT-
FST computes a [1,1,1]-MISL function where ~k = [kC , kV , kP ] = [1, 1, 1] because the machine
which doesn’t memorize anything about its input. We show a derivation below for kutib.

Figure 27: Derivation of kutib using the MISL MT-FST in Figure 26.

Current C-tape C-tape V-tape V-tape P-tape P-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next Arc Next Symbol String

1. q0 oktbn ouin oCVCVCn
2. q1 o:+1 oktbn o:+1 ouin o:+1 oCVCVCn λ
3. q1 k:+1 oktbn u:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCVCn k k
4. q1 t:0 oktbn u:+1 ouin V:+1 oCVCVCn u ku
5. q1 t:+1 oktbn i:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCVCn t kut
6. q1 b:0 oktbn i:+1 ouin V:+1 oCVCVCn i kuti
7. q1 b:+1 oktbn n:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCVCn b kutib
8. qf n:+1 oktbn n:+1 ouin n:+1 oCVCVCn λ kutib

To better understand why 1-to-1 template-filling is [1,1,1]-MISL, consider the example of an ab-
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solute neutralization rule: p→b. The segment p is voiced regardless of context. Not needing
any context makes this rule be 1-ISL over a single-tape FST. Similarly, 1-to-1 template-filling is
[1,1,1]-MISL because outputting some consonant k depends only on the current input symbols on
the C and P tapes.

Thus, MISL MT-FSTs iconically capture the locality of simple templatic patterns in Semitic RPM.
In fact, the most developed system of MT-FSTs for Semitic is Kiraz (2001). He utilized syn-
chronous MT-FSTs where the tapes are simultaneously advanced. Although synchronous MT-
FSTs can model Arabic morphology, they sacrifice locality. Because synchronous MT-FSTs are
equivalent to single-tape FSAs, they effectively enforce non-local computation in RPM. To illus-
trate, Figure 28 is the derivation for kutib using a synchronous 4-tape MT-FSA. To avoid asyn-
chrony, the 3 ‘input’ tapes are aligned with the corresponding symbols on the ‘output’ tape by
using the special symbol � as a padding symbol (Hulden 2009).

Figure 28: Alignment of kutib with a synchronous MT-FSA.

Input Tapes C: k � t � b
V: � u � i �
P: C V C V C

Output Tape k u t i b

The use of padding symbols however can sacrifice locality. This is clearer for cases of segmental
spreading which we discuss in §7.2.2.

7.2 Locality across root-and-pattern morphology

The previous section showcased how 1-to-1 templatic-filling is computationally local when com-
puted over multiple inputs. Arabic morphology uses many other possible combinations of roots,
vowels, and templates. This section goes through a substantial chunk of Arabic morphology and
shows that it is also computationally local.12

For illustration, we distinguish between cases of 1-to-1 association or slot-filling, and 1-to-many
association. Both types are local. There are few cases of non-local computation can be given local
interpretations; this concerns reduplication and loanword adaptation. For space, we refer readers
to Dolatian and Rawski (2020b). When readable, we provide example MT-FSTs in the appendix.

12We don’t formalize RPM functions in broken plurals (McCarthy and Prince 1990b). Kiraz (2001:106) formalizes
it as a MT-FSA which use two inputs tapes: the singular and the vocalism. The singular tape can be annotated with
prosodic information. We conjecture that broken plural formation is also MISL because there are no long-distance
dependencies. We leave out a full formalization for space.
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7.2.1 1-to-1 slot filling

In Arabic, various patterns of 1-to-1 association are local. This includes cases of quadriliteral roots,
nativization of borrowed roots, and affixed templates.

The word kutib represents the default case in Semitic RPM whereby a triliteral root surfaces in
a CVCVC template. Some Arabic roots are however quadriliteral and have four consonants:
C=trZm. They usually take templates that have at least four consonantal slots: P=CVCCVC. When
combined with the vocalism ui, these units generate the word turZim. The generation is local and
uses the same [1,1,1]-MISL MT-FST from Figure 26. A sample derivation is in the appendix
(Figure 42).

Figure 29: 1-to-1 association in 4-consonant roots: turZim ‘was translated’

C V C C V C

t r Z m

u i

Similar locality is found in words where there are more root consonants C=mGnt
˙
s than consonan-

tal slots P=CVCCVC (Figure 30). The output shows deletion of the last consonant: muGnit
˙

not
*muGnit

˙
s. This is also [1,1,1]-MISL. A sample MT-FST and derivation are in the appendix (Figure

43).

Figure 30: 1-to-1 association in 5-consonant roots: maGnat
˙

‘be magnetized’

C V C C V C

m G n t. s

u i

Intuitively, the machine processes the strings left-to-right. By the time we reach the final consonant
m on the C-string, all the consonantal slots on the P-string have been associated. The machine
doesn’t output any consonants after reaching this point.

Lastly, just like tone, some situations involve both 1-to-1 slot-filling and pre-association. Given a
root C=ksb, some outputs show an additional affix, e.g. the infix 〈

:
t〉 in k〈

:
t〉usib. The affix 〈

:
t〉 is

pre-associated to a slot after the first consonant. Pre-associated templates can be computed either
representationally or derivationally. Both are local.13 The representational route is to add the affix

13A third alternative is to treat the infix 〈t〉 as part of a separate input-string or input-tape. The template is C〈C〉VCVC
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into the template: P=CtVCVC. The root and template are then combined to generate k〈t〉usib. This
function is [1,1,1]-MISL. A sample MT-FST and derivation are in the appendix (Figure 44).

Figure 31: 1-to-1 association with preassociation: k〈
:
t〉usib ‘was gained’

C t V C V C

k s b

u i

Informally, the machine treats the preassociated 〈t〉 as invisible to any interactions between the 3
tapes. It is ignored by the consonants on the C-tape, just as the C-tape ignores all vocalic slots on
the P-tape. A derivational alternative is to derive k〈

:
t〉usib from kusib by infixing 〈

:
t〉. Generating

kusib from [ksb, ui, CVCVC] is [1,1,1]-MISL, while infixing 〈
:
t〉 is 2-ISL. The representational

route is the composition of the derivational approach.

To summarize, all our cases of 1-to-1 association in Arabic RPM are computationally local over
multi-input representations.

7.2.2 1-to-many slot filling

The previous cases involved 1-to-1 slot association, whereby an individual consonant or vowel
became associated with only one prosodic slot. In contrast, 1-to-many association or slot-filling
occurs when an input consonant or vowel gets associated with multiple prosodic slots. These
processes are still computationally local but need more nuanced representations.

In some situations, Arabic RPM utilizes final spreading: katab (Figure 32a). The word consists of
C=ktb, V=a, P=CVCVC. The vocalism V has only one vowel a because of the OCP (McCarthy
1981). The vowel is spread and associated with multiple V slots in the P-string. Computing final
vowel spread is [1,2,1]-MISL with kV = 2 on the V-string in order to find the final vowel (...vn).
Informally, by the time we reach the second V on the P-string, there are no more vowels left on the
V-string. We use our local memory to spread the previously seen vowel. A sample MT-FST and
derivation are in the appendix (Figure 45).14

Consonants also undergo final spread in biliteral roots. The combination of C=sm, V=a, and
P=CVCVC generates samam (Figure 32b).15 This is [2,1,1]-MISL, analogous to the final spread
of vowels except that the locality window is now larger over the C-string.

where 〈C〉 is pre-associated to 〈t〉. This is analogous to giving each morpheme its own autosegmental tier (McCarthy
1981). This is necessary for tonal phonology (§4.2), but there are many workarounds for templatic phonology.

14Interestingly, final i does not spread (McCarthy 1981:401). To block final i-spread, we need a slightly larger
locality window of [1,3,1]. Alternative analyses for the final i have different locality effects (Dolatian and Rawski
2020b).

15Since McCarthy (1981), the analysis of final consonant spread has been controversial (Hudson 1986; Hoberman
1988; Yip 1988; McCarthy 1993; Gafos 1998; Bat-El 2006). Alternative analyses involving reduplication, preference
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Figure 32: 1-to-many association with final spreading

(a) Vowel spreading: katab ‘it wrote’

C V C V C

k t b

a

(b) Consonant spreading: samam ‘he poisoned’

C V C V C

s m

a

Final spreading is local (MISL) given these multiple inputs. However, these multiple inputs must
be processed asynchronously in order to capture the locality. Recall that MISL functions are de-
fined over asynchronous MT-FSTs, i.e., an MT-FST where the multiple tapes are advanced at
different times. In contrast, if the inputs were processed synchronously, then the computation is
non-local. The P-string would still CVCVC, but the input vocalism a would be �a��� (Figure
33). The zero padding � renders this function as non-local because it separates the second V on
the P-string from the a on the V-string.

Figure 33: Alignment of katab with a synchronous MT-FSA.

Input Tapes C: k � t � b
V: � a � � �
P: C V C V C

Output Tape k a t a b

In contrast to final spread, medial spread involves associating a string-medial vowel or consonant
to multiple slots on the P-string: kuutib with a long-vowel u (Figure 34a) or kuttib with a geminate
t (Figure 34b). Like pre-associated affixes, medial spread can be analyzed either representationally
or derivationally.

Figure 34: 1-to-many association with medial spreading

(a) Vowel spreading: kuutib ‘be corresponded’

C V µV C V C

k t b

u i

(b) Consonant spreading: kuttib ‘be caused to write’

C V C µC V C

k t b

u i

For consonant spreading, the representational route involves enriching the template with a con-

for local spreading, or right-to-left association can be potentially non-local and are discussed in Dolatian and Rawski
(2020b). Computationally, Beesley (1998) formalizes final spread with a special symbol X. This formalization is
[2,1,1]-MISL, just like for medial spread in kuttib.
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sonantal mora µC in P=CVCµV VC. Generating kuttib is [2,1,1]-MISL with kC = 2. A sample
MT-FST and derivation are in the appendix (Figure 46). Informally, whenever the machine sees
µC on the P-string, it outputs the previously seen consonant on the C-string. Virtually the same
treatment is done for vowel spreading via a vocalic mora node µV .

A derivational alternative is to derive kuttib from kutib by infixing a consonant mora µC followed
by consonant spreading. Generating the base kutib is [1,1,1]-MISL. Infixing the mora kutµC ib is
4-ISL and spreading the consonant kuttib is 2-ISL. As with preassociation, the representational
solution is a composition of the derivational solution; both are local functions.

8 Debates in Semitic root-and-pattern morphology

Analogous to tone, the computation of autosegmental structures in templatic phonology brings its
own set of conceptual issues. The multi-input analysis is agnostic towards many controversies,
including debates on the phonological nature of the template (§8.1), its status within the lexicon
(§8.2), and its finite size (§8.3). In fact, approaches that use single-input representations rely on
the finite size of templates. This makes them lose generalizations on locality.

8.1 Phonological substance of templates

For tonal phonology, the meaning of the two tiers is straightforward. This is less clear for templatic
phonology. Since McCarthy (1979), there has been significant debate over the components of
prosodic templates. Computationally though, these debates are tangential to locality.

In the literature, the formulation of templates is controversial (Ussishkin 2011; Bat-El 2011). One
hypothesis is that the template is composed of CV slots (McCarthy 1981). Alternatives are that the
template is made of prosodic units like moras, syllables, and feet (McCarthy and Prince 1990a,b),
is derived from other templates via affixation (McCarthy 1993), or is a set of optimized prosodic
constraints (Kastner 2016). Alternatively, words are derived words from other words via overwrit-
ing changing the vowels and consonants (Ussishkin 2005), e.g. katab+ui→kutib. These debates
on the content of prosodic templates in Semitic RPM are likewise manifested in other cases of
prosodic morphology (§6.1).

In this paper, we used the first hypothesis that the template is a sequence of CV slots. But this was
merely for convenience. Whether the prosodic template is up CV units, syllables, or moras is a
notational difference (Kiraz 2001) and does not affect locality. The use of derivational affixation
is analogous to function composition; it does not affect locality and is partially discussed for pre-
association (§7.2.1) and medial spreading (§7.2.2). For the overwriting approach, it still requires a
mechanism for placing the new segments that references slots. The function katab+ui→kutib im-
plicitly assumes that the vowels can be separated: kVtVb+ui. A ‘template’ with filled consonants
kVtVb can be well-broken down to a root and template ktb+CVCVC. As for prosodic optimiza-
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tion, the function still needs to be well-defined over multiple inputs. This is discussed in the next
section.

To summarize, by looking at templatic morphology from a mathematical perspective, the issue of
the ‘right’ phonological components of prosodic templates does not affect locality.

8.2 Phonological emergence of templates

Similar to the previous section, a related issue is the ontological status of the template, i.e., is the
template part of the lexicon (input) or does it emerge through the course of the derivation? We
show that this issue has dubious computational consequences.

Our MT-FSTs took as input three morphological items, each on its own input tape. To generate
kutib, the inputs were the root consonants C=ktb, the inflectional vowels V=ui, and a prosodic
template P=CVCVC. Crucially, the template P was part of the input as a morphological primitive.16

This assumption was made in earlier work on Semitic morphology (McCarthy 1981). However,
recent work on Semitic argues that there is no pre-specified input template (Tucker 2010; Kastner
2016, 2019; Zukoff 2017). The same has been argued for many other cases of prosodic templates
in morphology, i.e. Generalized Template Theory (McCarthy and Prince 1993).

In a template-less theory, the only inputs to Semitic RPM are root consonants C, vowels V, and
a set of phonological constraints CON. The prosodic organization of these morphological items
emerges via optimizing phonological constraints on syllable structure, autosegmental docking, and
word-size requirements. To illustrate, consider a toy OT derivation for the word kutib in Figure 35.
Constraints on syllable structure will choose the optimal candidate kutib for the input ktb,ui.

Figure 35: OT tableau for /ktb,ui/ without an input template

ktb, ui *[CC ONSET CONTIGUITY

a. + kutib ∗ ∗ ∗
b. ktbui ∗!
c. uktib ∗!

Given alternative input structure, it seems that MT-FSTs are now superfluous because there are
no longer any templates. But this is premature. The function still takes as input two elements
(a root and vocalism), and is still a multi-input function. Even though the template is emergent,
there must be still be a mechanism which will interdigitate the root and vowels into this emergent
template. The only complication is to define the right procedures for deterministically predicting
how the segments must be ordered together. EVAL utilizes parallelist competition among multiple

16A possible morphosyntactic function for templates is to mark verbalization, inflectional class, or part of speech
(Aronoff 1994; Kastner 2016).
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candidates, which is itself a difficult process to formalize in the first place; see footnote (1).17

To summarize, regardless if we consider templates as morphologically primitives or phonological
emergent, the templates still need to be computed in some way. Any generalizations on locality
must still reference a multi-input function.

8.3 Finiteness of templates vs. infinity in the template-filling function

The third conceptual issue concerns the role of finiteness in designing grammars. In brief, there
is a tug-of-war between making generalizations over finitely bounded vs. unbounded strings (Sav-
itch 1993). It is this conflict which makes it possible to develop grammars with either of the 3
approaches reviewed in §6.1. However, these approaches differ in how much locality they can
capture.

As a multi-input function, template-filling takes as input a root ktb, a vocalism ui, and an unfilled
template CVCVC. Its output is the filled template kutib. However, Arabic roots are generally at
most 5 segments, vocalisms at most 3 segments, and the template is at most 12 slots (McCarthy
1981). With this bound, RPM is reducible to modeling a function over a finite domain and range,
i.e., a finite list of input-output pairs. Throughout this paper, we abstracted away from this. Our
functions assume that there is no bound on the size of the root C, vocalism V, or prosodic template
P. This allows us to treat RPM as a function over an infinitely sized domain. Doing so allows us
to better capture the underlying function’s generative capacity.

For example, given the hypothetical root consonants C=ktbm, vocalism V=uaui, and 4-syllable
template P=CVCVCVCV, the same MT-FST from Figure 25 for kutib would output ku.ta.bu.mi
with 1-to-1 association. But this input-output pair is hypothetical. All existing verb templates in
Arabic are at most 2 syllables with additional 1 or 2 syllables for prefixation, for a total of around
10 segment slots. The MT-FSTs discussed in this paper don’t enforce this bound on verb size.

However, because of the bound on the size of the C-,V-, and P-strings, an alternative computa-
tional implementation is a single-taped FST over a finite language. In a concatenated approach, the
single-tape FST would take as input a single string where the 3 morphological items are concate-
nated: ktb-ui-CVCVC→kutib. Arabic verbs can be represented as a large finite list of inputs of the
shape root-vowels-template. Any function with a finite domain-range is ISL over a single-taped
FST. For Arabic, the single-tape FST would be ISL with a large locality window of at least size 9.
This is essentially the approach taken by Beesley and Karttunen (2003), among others.

Alternatively with a derivational approach, the input language is just a list of roots. The tem-
plate and vocalism are simultaneously generated in the output: ktb→kutib. If the input also
includes a set of morphosyntactic features, then these features determine the choice of output:
ktb-[PASSIVE]→kutib; ktb-[ACTIVE]→katab. This system works as long as there is a finite list

17If the input were a single concatenated string ktb-ui, the computation involve long-distance metathesis. If there
is a bound on the original and final location of metathesized vowels, then this is local. However, the locality window
would be substantially large, and at least as large as the maximum size of input roots.
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of all possible vocalized templates: CaCaC, CuCiC, etc. This system would again be ISL for a
potentially large locality window that matches the size of the input string. This is essentially the
approach taken by Roark and Sproat (2007), among other models.

Based on the above discussion, it then appears that Semitic RPM could be adequately modeled as
either a multi-input function over an MT-FST or a single-input function over a single-tape FST.
The single-input function could either use a concatenated approach or a derivational approach.18

However, using a single-input function is problematic in terms of implementation, cognition, and
computation. In terms of implementation, there is a trade-off between the state explosion in single-
tape FSTs vs. using richer computational structure in MT-FSTs. And in terms of cognition, the
single-input approaches require that some part of Semitic morphology be finitely sized. This finite
bound is the set of possible root-vocalism-template combinations for a concatenated approach,
or the set of possible vocalized templates in the derivational approach. However, listing is not
a cognitively insightful model. The bulk of theoretical and psycholinguistic results show that
template-filling is a real process (Prunet 2006; Aronoff 2013; Kastner 2016) and it can productively
and easily extend to nonce roots, loanwords, and language games (McCarthy 1981, 1986).

As for computation, the single-tape FST reduces Semitic morphology into a large but finite set of
words. By being finite, any generalizations on locality are lost. In contrast, the MT-FST models
an infinite function that can process an infinite set of licit combinations of consonants, vowels, and
template. Of this infinite set, only a finite subset exist as real words because a filled template has
at most 8 segments. This finiteness is an independent generalization.

Based on the above discussion, we argue that Semitic RPM shows two generalizations: one based
on the potential infinity of template-filling, and the other based on the finite bound on word size.
Both generalizations are part of mental grammars. To model both of these generalizations, one
compromise is to use both a multi-input function and a single-input function. The multi-input
function generates filled templates. It feeds its output to a single-input function which filters out
all words that are larger than 10 segments. By factorizing the grammar this way, we can still
maintain the generalization on locality into the multi-input part of the equation. This is similar to
how haplology has been formalized in the theoretical literature (Nevins 2012). These two functions
would not be composed into a single function; otherwise all generalizations are lost and the result
is a finite language again.

In sum, although there are practical reasons to not use templates in Natural Language Process-
ing, those reasons are independent of the status of templates in mental grammars. In terms of
computation, abandoning template-filling requires the loss of clear locality restrictions.

18There is likewise another alternative. Most computational implementations avoid directly implementing the
template-filling function by instead listing all existing filled templates (Buckwalter 2004). The implementation is
then just a finite but large lexicon. The listing approach works in practice because roots unpredictably combine with
different templates, i.e., the choice is lexicalized. But these models are unlikely to have any cognitive support.
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9 Conclusion

This paper showed the salience of computational locality in nonlinear morphophonology. By ex-
tending ISL functions to consider multiple inputs, we defined the Multi-Input Strictly Local func-
tions. The associated MISL automata elegantly characterize a majority of nonlinear suprasegmen-
tal phonology.

We demonstrated these results for tonal phonology and for root-and-pattern morphology. We pro-
vide precise discussion of the nuances of phonological and morphological substance in a theory-
independent but rigorous way. We showed that locality is affected by some theoretical choices
(directionality, tier-conflation), but not others (phonological content of templates). We suspect that
these insights can extend to other areas in phonology (vowel harmony) and prosodic morphology.

The flexibility and precision that are given by formal language theory are not a source of method-
ological angst (Pater 2019). They instead provide a promising path to analyzing the nature of
phonology across any domain (Heinz 2018; Jardine 2019a).
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A Appendix

This appendix provides sample MISL MT-FSTs and derivations for some of the processes dis-
cussed in the paper. We constructed MT-FSTs only for the processes where the locality windows
were small enough to make them readable.

A.1 Initial and final states

The main paper used the unique state q0, qf as the initial and final state respectively. In the ap-
pendix, we do not show these two states because of the size of our MT-FST. But they are still used
in the derivation tables.

Every MT-FST has a unique state q0. For tone-based MT-FSTs, there is always the following
transition arc between q0 and q1:

T:o:+1

V:o:+1

λ

For RPM-based MT-FSTs, there is always the following transition arc between q0 and q1:

C:o:+1

V:o:+1

P:o:+1

λ

We do not show the final state qf . Instead, a state p is marked as final (with double circles) iff there
is the following implied transition arc between p and qf for tone-based MT-FSTs:

T:n:+1

V:n:+1

λ

Similarly, RPM-based MT-FSTs have the following transition arc between ’final states’ and qf :

C:n:+1
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V:n:+1

P:n:+1

λ

For MT-FSTs which process the string right-to-left, the location of the o and n symbols are
switched, and +1 is replaced with -1

A.2 Appendix of transducers for tone

A sample MT-FST and derivation are given for some of the tone processes from §4.1 and §4.3.
These include patterns with preassociation, and without preassocation.

A.2.1 Kikuyu limited spreading

In Kikuyu (Figure 10), the first tone associates with the first two vowels. Left-to-right spreading
follows. A final tone may undergo final spreading, e.g. /LHLH + VVVVVVV/ is mapped to
V̀V̀V́V̀V́V́V́. A [2,3]-MISL MT-FST is provided in Figure 36a, with a sample derivation in Figure
36b.
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Figure 36: Limited spreading in Kikuyu

(a) MT-FST for Kikuyu limited spread

q1 [o,o]start q2 [o,oV] q3 [H,VV]

q4 [L,VV]

T:H:0
V:V:+1
V́

T:L:0
V:V:+1
V̀

T:H:+1
V:V:+1
V̀

T:L:+1
V:V:+1
V̀

T:H:+1 T:n:0
V:V:+1 V:V:+1
V̀ V̀

T:H:+1
V:V:+1
V́

T:L:+1
V:V:+1
V̀

T:H:+1 T:n:0
V:V:+1 V:V:+1
V̀ V̀

(b) Derivation of /LHLH + VVVVVVV/→V̀V̀V́V̀V́V́V́ in Kikuyu

Current T-tape T-tape V-tape V-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next symbol String

1. q0 oLHLHn oVVVVVVVn
2. q1 o:+1 oLHLHn o:+1 oVVVVVVVn λ
3. q2 L:0 oLHLHn V:+1 oVVVVVVVn V̀ V̀
4. q4 L:+1 oLHLHn V:+1 oVVVVVVVn V̀ V̀V̀
5. q3 H:+1 oLHLHn V:+1 oVV〈

::
V〉VVVVn V́ V̀V̀V́

6. q4 L:+1 oLHLHn V:+1 oVV〈
::
V〉VVVVn V̀ V̀V̀V́V̀

7. q3 H:+1 oLHLHn V:+1 oVV〈
::
V〉VVVVn V́ V̀V̀V́V̀V́

8. q3 n:0 oLHLHn V:+1 oVV〈
::
V〉VVVVn V́ V̀V̀V́V̀V́V́

9. q3 n:0 oLHLHn V:+1 oVV〈
::
V〉VVVVn V́ V̀V̀V́V̀V́V́V́

10. qf n:+1 oLHLHn n:+1 oVV〈
::
V〉VVVVn λ V̀V̀V́V̀V́V́V́

A.2.2 Hausa right-to-left spreading

In Hausa (Figure 11), tones are associated right-to-left with initial spread: /LH, VVV/ is mapped to
V̀V̀V́. This function is modeled by the [2,1]-MISL MT-FST in Figure 37a, with a sample derivation
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in Figure 36b. The FST processes the input string-tuple from right to left using the -1 direction
parameter.

Figure 37: Right-to-left spreading in Hausa

(a) MT-FST for Hausa right-to-left spreading

q1[n,λ]start q2 [H,λ]

q3 [L,λ]

T:H:-1
V:V:-1
V́

T:H:-1 T:o:0
V:V:-1 V:V:-1
V́ V́

T:L:-1
V:V:-1
V̀

T:L:-1
V:V:-1
V̀

T:L:-1
V:V:-1
V̀

T:L:-1 T:o:0
V:V:-1 V:V:-1
V̀ V̀

(b) Derivation of /LH + VVV/→V̀V̀V́ in Hausa

Current T-tape T-tape V-tape V-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next symbol String

1. q0 oLHn oVVVn
2. q1 n:-1 oLHn n:-1 oVVVn λ
3. q2 H:-1 oLHn V:-1 oVVVn V́ V́
4. q3 L:-1 oLHn V:-1 oVVVn V̀ V̀V́
5. q3 o:0 oLHn V:-1 oVVVn V̀ V̀V̀V́
6. qf o:-1 oLHn o:-1 oVVVn λ V̀V̀V́

A.2.3 Rimi bounded tone shift

In Rimi (Figure 15), a preassociated tone will shift one vowel to the right: /〈
::
H〉 + V〈

:
V〉VV/ is

mapped to VVV́V. This function is modeled by the [1,2]-MISL MT-FST in Figure 38a, with a
sample derivation in Figure 38b. We assume that the only possible underlying tone string is a
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string of preassociated H tones.19

Figure 38: Bounded tone shift in Rimi

(a) MT-FST for Rimi

q1 [λ,o]start q2 [λ,V]

q3 [λ,〈
:
V〉]

T:〈
::
H〉:0

V:V:+1
V

T:〈
::
H〉:0 T:n:0

V:V:+1 V:V:+1
V V

T:〈
::
H〉:0

V:〈
::
V〉:+1

V
T:〈

::
H〉:0

V:〈
::
V〉:+1

V

T:〈
::
H〉:+1

V:V:+1
V́

(b) Derivation of /〈
::
H〉 + V〈

::
V〉VV/→VVV́V in Rimi

Current T-tape T-tape V-tape V-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next symbol String

1. q0 o〈
::
H〉n oV〈

:
V〉VVn

2. q1 o:+1 o〈
::
H〉n o:+1 oV〈

:
V〉VVn λ

3. q2 〈
::
H〉:0 o〈

::
H〉n V:+1 oV〈

::
V〉VVn V V

4. q3 〈
::
H〉:0 o〈

::
H〉n 〈

::
V〉:+1 oV〈

:
V〉VVn V VV

5. q2 〈
::
H〉:+1 o〈

::
H〉n V:+1 oV〈

:
V〉VVn V́ VVV́

6. q2 n:0 o〈
::
H〉n V:+1 oV〈

:
V〉VVn V VVV́V

7. qf n:+1 o〈
::
H〉n n:+1 oV〈

:
V〉VVn λ VVV́V

A.2.4 Zigulu unbounded tone shift

In Zigulu (Figure 16), unbounded tone shift causes a preassociated H tone to shift to the penulti-
mate vowel: /〈

::
H〉 + VV〈

::
V〉VVV/ maps to VVVVV́V. This function is modeled by the [1,3]-MISL

MT-FST in Figure 39a, with a sample derivation in Figure 39b. For easier illustration, the MT-FST

19Final preassociated vowels do not undergo tone shift: /〈
:
H〉 + VVV〈

:
V〉/→VVVV́. We factor this out for illustrative

reasons. Otherwise, the function is [2,2]-MISL and needs a MT-FST with more states.
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processes the input right-to-left using the -1 direction parameter. We assume that the tone string
can either be an empty string on or a single preassociated H tone o〈H〉n.20

Figure 39: Unbounded tone shift in Zigulu

(a) MT-FST for Zigulu

q1 [λ,n]start q2 [λ,Vn] q3 [λ,VV]

q4 [λ,〈
:
V〉V]

q5 [λ,V〈
::
V〉]

T:〈
::
H〉:0 T:o:0

V:V:-1 V:V:-1
V V

T:〈
::
H〉:-1 T:o:0

V:V:-1 V:V:-1
V́ V

T:o:0
V:V:-1
V

T:o:0
V:〈

::
V〉:-1

V

T:o:0
V:V:-1
V

T:o:0
V:V:-1
V

(b) Derivation of /〈
::
H〉 + VV〈

::
V〉VVV/→VVVVV́V in Zigulu

Current T-tape T-tape V-tape V-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next symbol String

1. q0 o〈
::
H〉n oVV〈

::
V〉VVVn

2. q1 n:-1 o〈
::
H〉n n:-1 oVV〈

::
V〉VVVn λ

3. q2 〈
::
H〉:0 o〈

::
H〉n V:-1 oVV〈

::
V〉VVVn V V

4. q3 〈
::
H〉:-1 o〈

::
H〉n V:-1 oVV〈

::
V〉VVVn V́ V́V

5. q3 o:0 o〈
::
H〉n V:-1 oVV〈

::
V〉VVVn V VV́V

6. q4 o:0 o〈
::
H〉n 〈

::
V〉:-1 oVV〈

::
V〉VVVn V VVV́V

7. q5 o:0 o〈
::
H〉n V:-1 oVV〈

::
V〉VVVn V VVVV́V

8. q3 o:0 o〈
::
H〉n V:-1 oVV〈

::
V〉VVVn V VVVVV́V

9. qf o:-1 o〈
::
H〉n o:-1 oVV〈

::
V〉VVVn λ VVVVV́V

20Note that this MISL MT-FST cannot guarantee that there exists a preassociated vowel 〈
:
V〉 for every preassociated

tone 〈H〉. It would map /〈
:
H〉 + VVVV/ to VVV́V. This is because the distance between the preassociated vowel and

the penultimate vowel is unbounded.
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A.2.5 Bemba unbounded tone spread

In Bemba (Figure 17), bounded tone spread causes a preassociated H tone to surface on its preas-
sociated vowel and on the subsequent vowel: /〈

::
H〉 + V〈

:
V〉VV/ maps to VV́V́V. This function is

modeled by the [1,2]-MISL MT-FST in Figure 40a, with a sample derivation in Figure 40b. We
assume that the input tone string contains either an empty string on or a sequence of preassociated
H tones o〈H〉∗n.

Figure 40: Unbounded tone spread in Bemba

(a) MT-FST for Bemba

q1 [λ,o]start q2 [λ,V]

q3 [λ,〈
:
V〉]

T:〈
::
H〉:0

V:V:+1
V

T:〈
::
H〉:0 T:n:0

V:V:+1 V:V:+1
V V

T:〈
::
H〉:0

V:〈
::
V〉:+1

V́
T:〈

::
H〉:0

V:〈
::
V〉:+1

V́

T:〈
::
H〉:+1

V:V:+1
V́

(b) Derivation of /〈
::
H〉 + V〈

::
V〉VV/→VV́V́V in Bemba

Current T-tape T-tape V-tape V-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next symbol String

1. q0 o〈
::
H〉n oV〈

:
V〉VVn

2. q1 o:+1 o〈
::
H〉n o:+1 oV〈

:
V〉VVn λ

3. q2 〈
::
H〉:0 o〈

::
H〉n V:+1 oV〈

::
V〉VVn V V

4. q3 〈
::
H〉:0 o〈

::
H〉n 〈

::
V〉:+1 oV〈

:
V〉VVn V VV́

5. q2 〈
::
H〉:+1 o〈

::
H〉n V:+1 oV〈

:
V〉VVn V́ VV́V́

6. q2 n:0 o〈
::
H〉n V:+1 oV〈

:
V〉VVn V VV́V́V

7. qf n:+1 o〈
::
H〉n n:+1 oV〈

:
V〉VVn λ VV́V́V

A.2.6 Ndebele unbouned spreading

In Ndebele (Figure 19), a preassociated H tone spreads up until the ante-penultimate vowel: /〈
::
H〉

+ 〈
::
V〉VVVV/ maps to [V́V́V́VV]. This function is modeled by the [1,3]-MISL MT-FST in Figure
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41a, with a sample derivation in Figure 41b. We assume that the input tone string contains either
an empty string on or a single preassociated H tone o〈H〉n. The MT-FSTs processes the strings
right-to-left. The final and penultimate strings are faithfully outputted; the ante-penultimate and
any preceding vowels (up until the preassociated vowel) are outputted as high V́ if there exists a
preassociated H tone.
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Figure 41: Unbounded spreading in Ndebele

(a) MT-FST for Ndebele

q1 [λ,n]start q2 [λ,Vn]

q3 [λ,VV]

q4 [λ,〈
:
V〉V]

q5 [λ,V〈
::
V〉]

T:〈
::
H〉:0 T:o:0

V:V:-1 V:V:-1
V V

T:〈
::
H〉:0

V:V:-1
V

T:o:0
V:V:-1
V

T:〈
::
H〉:0 T:o:0

V:V:-1 V:V:-1
V́ V

T:〈
::
H〉:-1

V:〈
::
V〉:-1

V́

T:o:0
V:V:-1
V

T:o:0
V:V:-1
V

(b) Derivation of /〈
:
H〉 + 〈

::
V〉VVVV/→[V́V́V́VV] in Ndebele with the MT-FST in Figure 41a

Current T-tape T-tape V-tape V-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next symbol String

1. q0 o〈
::
H〉n o〈

::
V〉VVVVn

2. q1 n:-1 o〈
::
H〉n n:-1 o〈

::
V〉VVVVn λ

3. q2 〈
::
H〉:0 o〈

::
H〉n V:-1 o〈

::
V〉VVVVn V V

4. q3 〈
::
H〉:0 o〈

::
H〉n V:-1 o〈

::
V〉VVVVn V VV

5. q3 〈
::
H〉:0 o〈

::
H〉n V:-1 o〈

::
V〉VVVVn V́ V́VV

6. q3 〈
::
H〉:0 o〈

::
H〉n V:-1 o〈

::
V〉VVVVn V́ V́V́VV

7. q4 〈
::
H〉:-1 o〈

::
H〉n 〈

::
V〉:-1 o〈

::
V〉VVVVn V́ V́V́V́VV

8. qf o:-1 o〈
::
H〉n o:-1 o〈

::
V〉VVVVn λ V́V́V́VV

A.3 Appendix of transducers for Semitic RPM

Below are MT-FSTs and derivation tables for some of the described Semitic processes from §7.2.
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A.3.1 1-to-1 slot-filling with four consonants

In Figure 29, the input root C has 4 consonants trZm and the template P has enough consonantal
slots CVCCVC. The vocalism V is ui. The output is turZim. A derivation table is provided in Table
42 using the [1,1,1]-MISL MT-FST from Figure 26.

Figure 42: Derivation of turZim using the MT-FST in Figure 26

Current C-tape C-tape V-tape V-tape P-tape P-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next Arc Next Symbol String

1. q0 otrZmn ouin oCVCCVCn
2. q1 o:+1 otrZMn o:+1 ouin o:+1 oCVCCVCn λ
3. q1 t:+1 otrZMn u:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCCVCn t t
4. q1 r:0 otrZMn u:+1 ouin V:+1 oCVCCVCn u tu
5. q1 r:+1 otrZMn i:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCCVCn r tur
6. q1 Z:+1 otrZmn i:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCCVCn Z turZ
7. q1 m:0 otrZmn i:+1 ouin V:+1 oCVCCVCn i turZi
8. q1 m:+1 otrZmn n:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCCVCn m turZim
9. q1 n:+1 otrZmn n:+1 ouin n:+1 oCVCCVCn λ turZim

A.3.2 1-to-1 slot-filling with larger roots

In Figure 30, the root C=mGnt
˙
s contains more consonants than the template P=CVCCVC. With a

vocalism V=ui, the output is muGnit
˙

with final consonant deletion. This function is modeled by the
[1,1,1]-MISL MT-FST in Figure 43a, illustrated with the derivation in Figure 43b.
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Figure 43: 1-to-1 slot-filling in 5-consonant roots

(a) MT-FST for 1-to-1 association in 5-consonant roots

q1 [λ, λ, λ]start

C:c:+1 C:c:+1 C:Σo:0
V:Σo:0 V:Σo:0 V:v:+1
P:n:0 P:C:+1 P:V:+1
λ c v

(b) Derivation of muGnit
˙

using the MT-FST in Figure 43a

Current C-tape C-tape V-tape V-tape P-tape P-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next Arc Next Symbol String

1. q0 omGnt
˙
sn ouin oCVCCVCn

2. q1 o:+1 omGnt
˙
sn o:+1 ouin o:+1 oCVCCVCn λ

3. q1 m:+1 omGnt
˙
sn u:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCCVCn m m

4. q1 G:0 omGnt
˙
sn u:+1 ouin V:+1 oCVCCVCn u mu

5. q1 G:+1 omGnt
˙
sn i:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCCVCn G muG

6. q1 n:+1 omGnt
˙
sn i:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCCVCn n muGn

7. q1 t
˙
:0 omGntsn i:+1 ouin V:+1 oCVCCVCn i muGni

8. q1 t
˙
:+1 omGnt

˙
sn n:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCCVCn t muGnit

9. q1 s:+1 omGnt
˙
sn n:0 ouin n:0 oCVCCVCn λ muGnit

10. q1 n:+1 omGnt
˙
sn n:+1 ouin n:+1 oCVCCVCn λ muGnit

˙

A.3.3 1-to-1 slot-filling and pre-associated affixes

In Figure 31, the template P=CtVCVC has a preassociated affix 〈
:
t〉. With a root C=ksb and vo-

calism V=ui, the output is ktusib. A [1,1,1]-MISL MT-FST is provided in Figure 44a along with
a sample derivation in Figure 44b. The symbol A represents any input symbol from the input
alphabet of segments {t,n,m} which are possible segmental affixes in McCarthy (1981).
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Figure 44: 1-to-1 slot-filling with pre-associated affixes

(a) MT-FST for 1-to-1 slot-filling with pre-associated affixes

q1 [λ, λ, λ]start

C:Σo:0 C:c:+1 C:Σo:0
V:Σo:0 V:Σo:0 V:v:+1
P:A:+1 P:C:+1 P:V:+1
A c v

(b) Derivation of k〈
:
t〉usib

Current C-tape C-tape V-tape V-tape P-tape P-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next Arc Next Symbol String

1. q0 oksbn ouin oCtVCVCn
2. q1 o:+1 oksbn o:+1 ouin o:+1 oCtVCVCn λ
3. q1 k:+1 oksbn u:0 ouin C:+1 oCtVCVCn k k
4. q1 s:0 oksbn u:0 ouin t:+1 oCtVCVCn t kt
5. q1 s:0 oksbn u:+1 ouin V:+1 oCtVCVCn u ktu
6. q1 s:+1 oksbn i:0 ouin C:+1 oCtVCVCn s ktus
7. q1 b:0 oksbn i:+1 ouin V:+1 oCtVCVCn i ktusi
8. q1 b:+1 oksbn n:0 ouin C:+1 oCtVCVCn b ktusib
9. q1 n:+1 oksbn n:+1 ouin n:+1 oCtVCVCn λ ktusib

A.3.4 1-to-many slot-filling with final spread of vowels

In Figure 32a, the vocalism V=a has fewer vowels than the template P=CVCVC. This triggers
final spread of vowels. With a root C=ktb, the output is katab. This function is modeled with the
[1,2,1]-MISL MT-FST in Figure 45a, illustrated with a sample derivation in Figure 45b. The vowel
alphabet is only {a,u}. In Standard Arabic, only the vowels a,u spread; the vowel i does not. This
is discussed in Dolatian and Rawski (2020b).
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Figure 45: 1-to-1 slot-filling with final spread of vowels

(a) MT-FST for 1-to-many slot-filling with final spread of vowels

q1 [λ,o, λ]start q2 [λ, a, λ]

q3 [λ, u, λ]

C:c:+1
V:Σo:0
P:C:+1
c

C:Σo:0
V:a:+1
P:V:+1
c

C:Σo:0
V:u:+1
P:V:+1
u

C:Σo:0
V:a:+1
P:V:+1
a

C:Σo:0
V:u:+1
P:V:+1
u

C:Σo:0 C:Σo:0 C:c:+1
V:n:0 V:a:+1 V:Σo:0
P:V:+1 P:V:+1 C:C:+1
a a c

C:Σo:0 C:Σo:0 C:c:+1
V:n:0 V:u:+1 V:Σo:0
P:V:+1 P:V:+1 C:C:+1
u u c

(b) Derivation of katab using the MT-FST in Figure 45a

Current C-tape C-tape V-tape V-tape P-tape P-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next Arc Next Symbol String

1. q0 oktbn oan oCVCVCn
2. q1 o:+1 oktbn o:+1 oan o:+1 oCVCVCn λ
3. q1 k:+1 oktbn a:0 oan C:+1 oCVCVCn k k
4. q2 t:0 oktbn a:+1 oan V:+1 oCVCVCn a ka
5. q2 t:+1 oktbn n:0 oan t:+1 oCVCVCn t kat
6. q2 b:0 oktbn n:0 oan V:+1 oCVCVCn a kata
7. q2 b:+1 oktbn n:0 oan C:+1 oCVCVCn b katab
8. qf n:+1 oktbn n:+1 oan n:+1 oCVCVCn λ katab

A.3.5 1-to-many slot filling with medial spread of consonants

In Figure 34b, the template P=CVCµCVC contains a marker for gemination. With root C=ktb and
vocalism V=ui, the output is kuttib. This is modeled by the [2,1,1]-MISL MT-FST in Figure 46a,
with a sample derivation in Figure 46b for a nonce word kuttik with root C=ktk. For illustrative
reasons, the consonant alphabet is only {k,t}.
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Figure 46: 1-to-1 slot-filling with final spread of vowels

(a) MT-FST for 1-to-many slot-filling with medial spread of consonants

q1[o, λ, λ]start q2 [k,λ, λ]

q3[t,λ, λ]

C:k:+1
V:Σo:0
P:C:+1
k

C:t:+1
V:Σo:0
P:C:+1
t

C:Σo:0
V:v:+1
P:V:+1
v

C:Σo:0 C:Σo:0 C:k:+1
V:Σo:0 V:v:+1 V:Σo:0
P:µC :+1 P:V:+1 P:C:+1
k v k

C:Σo:0 C:Σo:0 C:t:+1
V:Σo:0 V:v:+1 V:Σo:0
P:µC :+1 P:V:+1 P:C:+1
t v t

C:k:+1
V:Σo:0
P:C:+1
k

C:t:+1
V:Σo:0
P:C:+1
t

(b) Derivation of kuttik using the MT-FST in Figure 46a

Current C-tape C-tape V-tape V-tape P-tape P-tape Output Output
State Arc Next Arc Next Arc Next Symbol String

1. q0 oktkn ouin oCVCµCVCn
2. q1 o:+1 oktkn o:+1 ouin o:+1 oCVCµCVCn λ
3. q2 k:+1 oktkn u:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCµCVCn k k
4. q2 k:0 oktkn u:+1 ouin V:+1 oCVCµCVCn u ku
5. q3 t:+1 oktkn i:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCµCVCn t kut
6. q3 k:0 oktkn i:0 ouin µC :+1 oCVCµCVCn t kutt
7. q3 k:0 oktkn i:+1 ouin V:+1 oCVCµCVCn i kutti
8. q3 k:+1 oktkn n:0 ouin C:+1 oCVCµCVCn k kuttik
9. qf n:+1 oktkn n:+1 ouin n:+1 oCVCµCVCn λ kuttik
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